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Thank you very much Idiot. Ha, that just doesn't sound nice at all!
My new pending plan is to do what I have to do in PA and then head out to a lake in NJ. I think we will camp
over night and weather permitting, rent a boat all day Sunday and see if we can get some toothy critters to bite.
Maybe with the cold front and cold rain we had the pike will be in shallow. I can hope can't I? If not, the lake
has a bunch of other species including wiper which I have never caught or fish water that held them for that
matter.
This will be my first time targeting pike with the fly rod. Actually, I have never really targeted them, they were
usually caught back when I fished for bass with conventional gear. I am not stressing out what to get to tie
some flies, the shop closes at 6pm tonight so my lady has to do the shopping. This is difficult because I am a
hands on shopper and with all the kinds of flash and synthetics it is hard to decide exactly what I want without
being there.
I think I may tie a few on tubes. I know I am using 4/0 Partridge universal predator hooks with 45lb wire and a
2/0 Owner circle hook stinger hanging off the back, then I will use more wire as a bit leader with one end tied to
the fly and the other with a large loop so it will be easy to swap them out and wont require cutting the expensive
wire each time we change flies.
Sorry, stressed out about the whole deal and rambled a bit there.

